Container seals help maintain container integrity by protecting against insertion of unauthorised material and/or people and the removal of the cargo from pilferage and theft.

This high tack permanent labels can be applied to a container to act as an indicator that container integrity has either been maintained or breached.

This label is an ideal solution for situations where standard tamper evident seal cannot be applied. When removed this will show an OPENED/VOID warning message. These labels also VOID when slit with a knife.

The receipt function tabs are also tamper evident and can be used with Bill of Lading or shipment for easy monitoring and can be overprinted with sequential numbers, barcodes for quick scanning, specific text messages and can be written on with biro. The individual details ensure they cannot be copied and used inappropriately.

Layered security
Instantly visible
Permanent

Label Options:
- Custom message available
- Sequential numbers
- QR codes
- Colours
- Barcodes

Dimensions: 9cm x 32cm with two receipt tabs 9cm x 2.5cm
Reference: DR2514

www.tampertech.com